ABSTRACT: This study proposes hybrid SOMI (Self Organizing Map Imputation) and Naïve Bayes (NB) model on data, that contain missing values to improve the performance of the Naïve Bayes Imputation (NBI) it has weaknesses for missing categories n ≤ 1. This new hybrid model, using imputation approach based on SOMI is used for prepossessing and NB classification for the classification process in multivariate data, so that it can improve performance. SOMI measurements use an average error with self-organizing feature map. The multivariate attribute is converted to numeric attributes to establish data uniformity. The SOMI learning results have used weight variations by combining the mechanism of distance hierarchical value representation with a new scheme to overcome mixed types. Hybrid SOMINB is used to classify mixed data to correct misclassification. The model has advantages because it can update weights with the probability of each attribute. Attribute values have produced a set of probabilities for each cluster using the Naïve Bayes group. Outputs of the SOMI Method are used as learning machines to produce training data for the target class to be used in Naive Bayes machine learning. The results of this study used all missing scenarios at a random mechanism and various missing percentages. The results of the hybrid SOMINB model showed more results with an accuracy rate of 90.00% with other imputation analysis. Experimental results present that the proposed produces higher accuracy than general estimating values which established missing value treatment methods.
INTRODUCTION
Many industrial and medical datasets contain missing value due to errors of data entry procedures, measurement errors and unfamiliarity respondents in answering [1] [2] . The technique to overcome missing value with the simple method only fits the data relatively small [3] . Research development in recent years uses machine learning (ML) algorithms for imputation methods [4] . Research for other missing data is performed by Madhu G. and Nagachandrika G., with they compare imputation techniques with statistical techniques, that is mean, hot deck, multiple imputations to imputation [5] . A method based on machine learning techniques for missing value namely Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), Self Organizing Map (SOM), and k-NN on breast cancer data. Some applications of classification machine learning on missing data are k-Nearest Network Imputation (k-NNI), Support Vector Machine Imputation (SVMI), Neural Network Imputation (NNI), and Decision Tree Imputation (DTI) [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . k-NNI was measured for the closeness between data on missing data depending on k to measure the data similarity level, if the higher the k value will result in bias in classification [8] . Other imputation method, NNI can be used on any data, whether continuous or category. Although the data need for preprocessing data prior training so that the resulting calculation will be longer [11] . Naive Bayes Classification (NBC) for handling missing data need appropriate replacement value to maintain the method performance. Missing data at multivariate if there are mixed values either discrete, continuous, and category will require the conversion process to be numerical value [12] . NBC to handle missing data can work with the condition it requires imputation process firstly to replace value part whose attribute missed so it is called Naive Bayes Imputation (NBI). The use of NBC has advantages with a low variance to reduce the high bias effect because of the assumption of strong features independence [13] . When the assumption of NBC attributes independence is violated, so the classification performance of the NBC class is very poor and the classification accuracy decreases. The development imputation use to improve the model quality, with a number of approaches attempting to reduce the assumption of independent NB grouping problems, which is namely using the hybrid k-means Imputation (KMI) model with NB [14] . The KMINB model uses the test dataset attribute with posterior probability with observation partition to the cluster C to produce variant weights as the value of imputation [15] . Many researchs have been , also propose a clustering-based method for preprocessing the data to replace the missing weight for the complete data. Cluster is generated from a non-labeled data set will group according to requirements [14] .
Hybrid models of the SOM and NB algorithms are three phases: pre-processing and feature selection and NB classification in optimization groupings. The grouping process will be optimized based on probability feature by applying to preprocess for SOM grouping. The classification and imputation phases using centroids remain as variants in each appropriate cluster [16] . Since, imputation will fill the process with the NBI classification for supervised income for grouping hidden class variables for feature variables discrete or continuous [22] .
This research proposes a new hybrid model by combining SOMI with NB where the weights result between each data sample and cluster center that have one-dimensional distance feature that is used for the imputation process. Clustering technique on missing data is done to overcome errors in the classification of the same class, where as the replacement weight is higher or lower than the actual value. The hybrid method provides maximum accuracy and has resistance to missing data. If using NBI has weaknesses that provide the highest accuracy value, but this method cannot measure heterogeneous levels in groups and homogeneous levels between groups.
The research was conducted as follows: Sec. 1 presents introduced the SOMI technique to take over data of missing values. Sec. 2 presents a theoretical background about missing values that followed by the Hybrid SOMINB proposed. In sec. 3, the evaluated criteria for measuring performance. In sec. 4, The research methodology to describe the course of study. In sec.5, Results and discussion. Finally, this section explains conclusions and so on.
SOM (SELF ORGANIZING MAP)
Basically, SOM do data collection mapping that has dimension d, which is a series of arrays containing both discrete and continuous data on mapping dimension [17] . The SOM network has two layers, namely the input layer and the output layer where each neuron in the output layer represents the class of input provided. Each  . The basic idea when updating the reference vector, all data calculated on the update rules is [19] :
So, with n indexes running according to vector data if 0 ni h  then it will be updated vector references using all data points to various environmental functions.
SOMI (Self Organizing Map (Imputation)
Each SOMI map has a different number of nodes for estimation of missing data value in different databases. SOMI provides the final estimate of the missing value based on linear combinations of weights generated. The weight is w w x    for incomplete data. The weight was used to replace the missing value from the final process of SOMI learning. When each observational data containing missing values, the value of each weight of best BMU from observations will be used to replace the missing value. The SOMI update process is carried out with continuous weight changes until experience convergent stated as [20] :
.
after studying the SOM algorithm it has converged, the results of several clusters that contain weights and data have been grouped. Process of missing values was filled in the dataset by using vector coordinates based on the code of each BMU to replace the missing value by:
Variable weights ( ) ( ) .) replace the missing value at M from sample x. The replacement of missing data is carried out for each data sample with the final weight of SOMI learning [21] . Process of and (5) A prototype of a weight vector occur all nodes with natural number is the index of nodes. Then, l is the number of nodes that make up the competitive layer. Selectio of as the winning node is the best matching unit for data input x which still contains missing values state the following formula:
with k is the attribute set with a missing value. The weight vector for complete data is defined as
. This weight vector from the winning node for the data that includes the missing value is specified. Then, the estimated value is obtained and replaced with missing values. SOM based missing value imputation method reflects the distribution and features of missing values and complete data. Measurement of the overall error value in the i test in ensemble stated [37]:
The smallest error value involves better prediction results, and vice versa.
Hybrid SOMI and Naïve Bayes (SOMINB)
Model A final result is a group of data and weight vectors in the win i node what used to estimate missing value in the object. Weight vectors are used to fill missing attribute data . Each variable from input data i x follow the normal density distribution for each neuron n, because every neuron in the output grid will have weight with the same previous probability i.e. 1/ .
n p n  The mathematic definition is expressed in equation [13] :
with p(x,X) is the empirical probability density estimation at x in space X data, is the average weight, and is a standard deviation. Data is calculated using normal density distribution for certain neurons. Then, NB for the missing value imputation, with the class variable given with and determined by [16] :
The probability distribution p of all x inputs for all test data are given formula: 
Where P is recorded data from cluster j which belongs to class i; m is the number of clusters; nj is the amount of data in cluster j and n is the sum of all data [22] .
EVALUATION CRITERIA
Evaluation criteria have contained elements of TP (True Positive), FN (False Negative), FP (False Positive), and TN (True Negative). The measurement has used Precision (PR), Recall and F-value. PR is a measurement of data to predict positivity with actual positive results. The recall is the proportion of data grouped according to the label so that the classifier gets better by having a high recall value. Then, F-value is the variance value of Mean Square Error (MSE) between the divided mean of within by group variance [39] . 
Furthermore, this stage the Cross Validation method is also carried out in testing the resulting model. In Cross Validation, the dataset used is divided into sections (n) [22] .
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Imputation of missing data with SOMI and NB classification is testing the correlation data to avoid dependencies features that greatly affect performance. Missing data is done by randomly removing some valueson several variables in each dataset to get missing values of 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% and 30% of total data. The data is used that contains missing values to be included SOMI model for estimating weights. The appropriate weight SOMI for the imputation process suitable the group will be targeted. Furthermore, learning is done on the same data in Naive Bayes using the target class as a result of evaluating SOMI learning. NB learning is done on complete data from the results of missing data imputation with the final weight of SOMI learning. Data normalization uses Z-Score transformation because in Naïve Bayes classification requires real data if the data is mixed. To predict x labels in each class Cj, then the usage is the greatest opportunity value. Finally, they will be doing an error calculation and method analysis.
The research perform a series of computational experiments on the set of data taken from the UCI Machine Learning Warehouse for assignment and classification hybrid SOMINB model. The data set shows a number of observations with a number of features with data mix consisting of continuous variables and categories as well as continuous and nominal variables in each set of data is given in Table 1 . Fig. 1 Flowchart of proses imputation with hybrid SOMINB models
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experiments were carried out on machines using Pentium Intel (R) Core (TM) i5 processors with missing data taken 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, and 30%. Experimental results shown in Tables (3-7) show to complete data sets of mixed scales which transformed first by using z scores. So, that no variable dominates Euclidean values and the potential uses probabilities during the mapping process. Setting parameters in prepossessing are used in experiments with 1.000 iterations. SOMI has been updated by determining the number ensemble n with 12 for the number of nodes. SOMI is applied to get imputation weights in each training class and to get a weighted vector optimized to represent the appropriate class. is the minimum distance to x. Competitive SOM learning is adopted, and training algorithms are repeated to achieve maximum results. Thus, BMU whose weight vector is most similar to the input vector is found with the magnitude of the change decreasing over time and with distance from BMU. The ensemble error pattern on each data is shown in Fig. 2(a-b) .
(a).
(b). Fig. 2 (a-b) . The relationship shows error towards a positive grouping of data sets
In each plot, the numbers of clusters that run on the horizontal axis, and the error value based on learning in the ensemble. Exactly, they located on vertical line shows the addition of clusters allows an increase in errors. Figure 2 shows the index value with some local minimum values. Because it is very sensitive to initialization learning rate parameters and a number of ensembles randomly selected. To choose the best grouping with a different number of clusters, sharp local minimums in the validity index plot are certainly worth seeing. Because this shows that adding one cluster allows the algorithm for partition the data much better. In the data set of Heart, the error drop point is very sharp at the 11th cluster and has a significant increase in the error limit below 2. While in the Horse Colic data the error lies in cluster 5-8, but after that, it rises with an error exceeding 10. The imputation algorithm experiment is done with reference vector ( 0), i mt  learning rate (0.1,10) and (0.5,20), iterations n= 1000 and Gaussian noise 0.01. Table 3 . summarizes the experiment results with 4 data sets. The result show error analysis which used several input methods. They were not statistically significant with error depending on the width of the working environment at SOMI. In addition, data sets that have used attributes continuously with discrete and combinations of discrete attributes and categories produce insignificant differences. Only if the number of derivation instances per class value is not balanced gives greater error value, the result is better to use continuous attributes. If the data has concluded the mix requires continuous attribute discretization, then it potentially reduces errors in a mix of attributes and categories on an ongoing basis. In experiments, the SOMI grouping algorithm that was trained using the four data shows effective results for imputation. Method SOMI perform better than all the methods, when the missing proportion almost at all proportions. The experiment results using differences in the number of ensembles and learning rates   , n  shows that the more value of n. The model results could be reported on Table 6 that SOMI algorithm showed the more superior to the ensemble k =20 and the learning rate is close to 1.   Base on the experiment results, the observed increase in heart datasets could be attributed to the model proposed is more effective than other datasets. So, error value is lower with an increasing percentage of missing values. Since, the validation technique used is cross validation of 10 times, by dividing the dataset into 10 parts. While data consists of 10 parts, parts of 9 are used as training data and the remaining 1 part is used as test data. Based on the experiment results, performance comparison of imputation without it was carried out to determine the best classification algorithm. Measurement Table 1 is done by examining four datasets UCI machine learning repository (Heart, Diabetes, Australian Credit and Horse Colic). One The experimental results show the difference between the four methods in the Highest SOMI+NB. Exactly, the experiment did not have an insignificant difference (1%). Table 4 shows that the SOMI+NB produces the best Precision, Recall and F-Value which the highest percent precision compared to the other methods. But They are without significant difference of 10% compared to other imputation methods. Table 5 found that the results were higher in Precision, a slight increase in Recall percentage. While a slight difference is 1%, Table (4-7) experiences an increased precision with minimal increase of 57.21% and a maximum increase of 67, 23% using NBI. The hybrid SOMI model with Naïve Bayes has been tested with 4 databases that are commonly used. The quality of SOMI cluster results is proven by the lower error. So, research on the subject has been mostly restricted to comparisons among the proposed models and other approaches to determine the accuracy of the system performance. A new approach model in NB automatic grouping with mixed data by calculating probabilities feature after all data have been filled through preprocessing. Learning outcomes using SOMI methods and Mean indicate recall and F-value above 80%. The classification results formed can be used as a new approach with grouping models that are influenced by the number and diversity of data sets that are owned. quality mapping.
CONCLUSIONS
In experiments, the SOMI clustering method provides higher accuracy than conventional imputation methods when estimating missing values that are randomly generated. Clustering by adding the ensemble method can increase the probability of the Naïve Bayes classification, so it can handle missing values randomly. The new hybrid classifier model combines ensemble clustering and Naïve Bayes with classification levels by increasing accuracy. Experiments comparison results of classification by using four sets of data, then the classification SOMINB show F-value is very effective in reducing the number of instances and increase the sensitivity and recall value. A hybrid model of future research issues can be improved in the areas of real data with time complexity analysis that is fast and efficient.
